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AIRPORT HAZARD LIGHT
DUAL MODE- FLASHING, STEAD-BURN

LT-AHL-RD-DM

OTW’s latest barricade light is a complete overhaul of our industry
leading safety light and includes enhanced features based on
customer feedback. Extremely adaptable, our Airport Hazard
Light has the capability to easily switch between steady-burn and
flashing states. Also, being equipped with more powerful LEDs
and improved solar panel efficiency, this model sets a new
standard for barricade hazard lights.

Leveraging Surface-Mount Technology (SMT) to manufacture the
electrical components, OTW’s innovative model of barricade light
triples the number of LEDs, eliminating point brightness and
providing a more uniform visual light profile. The Airport Hazard
Light retains the convenient threaded base found on our other
lights to effortlessly install into OTW airport barricades, without
the need for extra hardware. Finally, the Airport Hazard Light will
arrive with a rechargeable battery preinstalled, slashing the
number of personnel needed to quickly deploy the required
safety boundary on your jobsite.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Manual switch to change state from Flashing, to Steady-burn, to Off 
High efficiency solar panel 
Automatic activation when ambient light falls below 60 lux
Preinstalled 1.2v SC3300 NiMH Battery
Operating Temperature Range: -4°F to +131°F / -20°C to +55°C
Water and dust resistant to IP65 standard
Advanced light diffusion technology

LIGHT OUTPUT
Red LED effective intensity of 9.6 candela
60 Flashes/Min
Nominal Night Range: 2 miles / 3.2 km
Vertical Divergence: +/- 5°
Horizontal Output: 360°

SIZE

WEIGHT

BATTERY LIFE

COLOR

FLASH RATE

Red

10 x 10 x 13cm /  4 x 4 x 5in

298g / 10.51oz / .657 lbs 

60 per minute

For the best battery life we
recommend removing the
battery and storing it separately
from the light when not in use

COMPATIBILITY WITH
AR10x96 Low Profile Barricade
*AR24x96 Mid Profile Barricade
AR3 Low Profile Airport Delineator

*requires adapter


